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Chapterr 5

Bistabilityy and an Allee effect
ass emergent properties of
stage-specificc predation
Tobiass vanKooten, André M. de Roos and Lennart Persson
UnpublishedUnpublished Manuscript

Abstract t

Thee Allee effect, a reduction of individual fitness at low population density
thatt can lead to sudden and unannounced extinctions, has been shown to come
aboutt through a number of mechanisms, usually associated with group behavior
orr mate search. Recent papers show that it may arise through size-selective predation,, without explicit assumptions relating individual fitness to population density.
Itt arises from the shift that a predator induces in the population stage distribution
off its prey. We study the parameter conditions that lead to such an emergent Allee
effect.. The emergent Allee effect occurs under fairly broad conditions. We show
thatt size-selective predation can also induce bistability between alternative states
wheree both prey and predator are present. A perturbation analysis on the equilibriaa shows that all equilibria are highly robust to changes in predator density. Our
workk shows that when size-specific interactions are taken into account, bistabilitiess and catastrophic collapses are possible even in purely exploitative food webs,
whichh has substantial implications for questions related to food web theory and
conservationn issues.
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5.11

Introduction

Thee recent bustle in research on conservation biology has sparked renewed interestt in what is commonly known as the Allee effect. This effect, a reduction
off individual fitness at low population density, may come about through a numberr of mechanisms (see reviews in Courchamp et al., 1999; Stephens and Sutherland,, 1999; Moller and Legendre, 2001; Boukal and Berec, 2002). The text-book
examplee is the difficulty of finding mates at low population density, resulting in
reducedd mating success. Other mechanisms are for example increased predation
riskrisk due to failing flocking or schooling behavior, or reduced foraging efficiency
inn social predators. On a population level, the reduced individual fitness leads to
aa reduced population growth rate at low density, sometimes referred to as depensatoryy growth or growth depensation (Myers et al., 1995; Post et al., 2002). The
positivee relationship between population density and growth rate at low density
leadss to a threshold population density value. Below this threshold the species
goess extinct because growth rate is negative, above the threshold it increases in
density,, and can successfully establish a viable population. The threshold value
iss the population dynamical manifestation of an unstable equilibrium. When the
environmentt becomes less favorable for the particular species, due to for example
increasedd mortality or decreased environmental productivity, the threshold density
valuee for successful population establishment increases, and eventually coincides
withh the stable equilibrium. This phenomenon may lead to the sudden extinction
off the species, and is often referred to with the term catastrophic collapse. When
thee environment becomes more favorable, the minimum density for successful establishmentt decreases, and eventually becomes zero. In this case, there is no Allee
effectt anymore, since even an infinitesimally small population density would lead
too positive population growth.
Dee Roos and Persson (2002) argue that the disappearance of cod populations
inn the west Atlantic might be the unfortunate result of an Allee effect. Decades
off overfishing have pushed the cod population density to levels close to extinction.. Despite a complete ban on cod fisheries for the past decade, the population
showss no signs of recovery. This suggests the presence of a persistence threshold
inn population density, which extends over a certain range of cod mortality. Remarkablyy though, cod is a purely exploitative forager. Classical food web theory
predictss that for exploitative food webs, all stable equilibria are unique (Oksanen
ett al., 1981), while an Allee effect requires an alternative (extinct) stable state. De
Rooss and Persson (2002) show that for cod, the explanation might be in the size
distributionn of the prey population. Cod induce a strong shift in the population size
distributionn of their prey, capelin. By feeding primarily on small juvenile prey, they
releasee competition among capelin in later life-stages, which increases recruitment
intoo the large adult stage. These adult capelin in turn have an increased productionn of vulnerable small prey. In other words, when cod density is above a certain
minimumm threshold, predation by cod is essentially an autocatalytic process. The
uniquee property of the Allee effect found by De Roos and Persson (2002) is that it
iss not an a priori assumption of the model. It results from the size-selective pre-
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dationn by cod, which leads to a positive relationship between predator density and
populationn growth through die intraspecific competition in the prey population.
Dee Roos et al. (2003b) derive general conditions for the occurrence of this
size-basedd emergent Allee effect by applying arguments from bifurcation theory
too a generic stage-based predator-prey model. They show that it occurs if the prey
populationn is regulated through maturation, and the density-maturation relation
showss overcompensation (i.e. the relation between density and total maturation
ratee out of a juvenile stage has a negative slope). In biological terms, maturation
regulationn may occur when the immature stage does not have a fixed duration, but
individualss mature upon reaching a threshold in some life-history trait (total intake,
bodyy mass, etc) instead. This way, high density in the juvenile stage can lead to a
reductionn in maturation rate through scramble competition for resources. De Roos
ett al. (2003b) furthermore show that the emergent Allee effect can occur for a
size-selectivee predator feeding on any non-regulating prey stage, while a predator
feedingg on the regulating stage can never exhibit an emergent Allee effect.
Heree we examine, in a particular stage-based model, which combinations of
systemsystem parameter values of both predator and prey cause the emergent Allee effect.. We find that Allee effects are possible even when the conditions that De Roos
ett al. (2003b) derive do not hold. In that case, we also find that bistability between
twoo predator-prey equilibria is possible. In one of these equilibria, the prey populationn is clearly predator-controlled and in the other it is competition-controlled.
Thiss shows that even in a purely exploitative predator-prey system, alternative stablee states can occur as a result of simple stage-structured interactions in the prey
population.. Alternative stable states have been suggested to play important roles
inn many aspects of ecology (Scheffer et al., 2001), and it is therefore an important
findingfinding that they can emerge from within-species interactions, in absence of an a
prioripriori assumed mechanism. Because the significance of Allee effects and alternativee stable states for conservation biology, it is important to consider how easily a
systemm switches between these states. To examine this we have performed a numericall perturbation analysis, which shows that the equilibria in our system are
highlyy robust to all but the largest of perturbations.

5.22 Model and Analysis
Wee assume that the prey life-history consists of two stages, to which we shall
fromm here on refer to as juveniles and adults. The prey population is regulated
throughh maturation. This is a reasonable assumption for a population in which
thee maturation age of juvenile individuals is not fixed, but depends on e.g. the
availabilityy of food or suitable habitat. The predator feeds only on the adult stage
off the prey. This system incorporates all the necessary elements for an emergent
Alleee effect (as outlined in De Roos et al., 2003b). Our assumptions lead to the
followingg equations:
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Heree P is the predator, feeding on adult consumers A. Juveniles J mature at
aa per capita rate equal to 1/(1 + J2). This function reflects a system in which
scramblee competition among juveniles leads to an effect on the growth of individuall juveniles and hence to slower maturation, rather than to an increased mortality,
whichh is a requirement for the emergent Allee effect to occur (De Roos and Persson,, 2002; De Roos et al., 2003b). Consumers are born with rate fi. Death rates
forr juveniles, adults and predators are fij, \iA and S respectively. Note that we
havee scaled the model variables to reduce the number of parameters. The scaling
proceduree we used is explained in the appendix.
Settingg ^ = 0 and ^ = 0 yields the equilibrium conditions
J
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Iff we consider the prey-only equilibrium (P = 0), me last term in equation [5.2b]
cancelss out. From the resulting equations the equilibrium density of juveniles in
thee prey-only equilibrium (Jc) can be solved:

JJcc = J —(— ~ 1) - I-

(5.3)

Iff we now consider the effect of predation (P > 0), in a predator-prey equilibrium
thee condition
APAP

< 7TTl2Ï
<5-4>
1
\i\iAA (1 + J )
mustt hold, since otherwise equation [5.2b] can not hold. We can substitute this
relationn into the equilibrium criterion [5.2a] to obtain the inequality
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(5.5)
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which,, after some more algebraic manipulation leads to the condition
JPJP

< \ — ( — - 1) - 1VV VJ PA

(5-6)

Hence,, as a general condition for a predator-prey equilibrium to occur, Jp < Jc. In
otherr words, the predator always has a negative effect on the equilibrium density of
thee juvenile consumer J. Armed with this knowledge, we can further examine the
possiblee effects of predation. From equation [5.1c], it follows that the equilibrium
densityy of adult consumers equals Ap = | . We can substitute this into the juvenile
preyy equilibrium condition [5.2a] to obtain

ss

=ï3=ï3{{ïhïh+,ijJ)+,ijJ)''

whichh relates the predator mortality 5 to the juvenile consumer density J in a
predator-preyy equilibrium. The curve described by equation [5.7] is drawn in figuree 5.1. All predator-prey equilibria with positive J, A and P are located on this
curve,, more specifically on the part where 0 < J < Jc. Notice that J c , the upper
limitt to the juvenile prey density in a predator-prey equilibrium is independent of
5.5. Depending on the location of the point where J = Jc on the curve described
byy equation [5.7], four different configurations of the predator-prey equilibria of
thee model as a function of Ö can be distinguished. The graphs of the equilibrium
densityy of the predator (P) in figure 5.2 show these four configurations. If Jc is
locatedd between 0 and Jmax (the domain marked A in figure 5.1), then Pp, the
predatorr equilibrium density, will monotonically increase from 0 as 5 decreases
(figuree 5.2A). If Jc is between Jmin and Jmax (the domain marked B in figure
5.1),, the bifurcation where the predator-prey curve meets the curve of the prey-only
equilibriumm (P = 0) is subcritical (figure 5.2B), i.e. it branches off towards higher
valuess of 5. It bends backwards, and over a range of 5- values, bistability between a
prey-onlyy equilibrium and a predator-prey equilibrium occurs. A threshold predatorr mortality exists beyond which the predator-prey equilibrium disappears. This
iss the situation studied by De Roos et al. (2003b), where the prey-only equilibrium
JJcc is located on the declining part of the curve described by equation [5.7]. The
thirdd possible configuration is when Jc is located between Jmin and Jsup (figure
5.2C,, corresponding to the domain marked A in figure 5.1). In this case the initial
bifurcationn where the predator-prey equilibrium meets the prey-only equilibrium
iss supercritical, like in figure 5.2A. This results in a stable predator-prey equilibrium,rium, characterized by a low predator density. However, at a particular value of
5,5, the equilibrium curve bends backwards. The equilibria located at the part of
thee curve which bends backwards are all unstable. Ultimately, at a value of 6 beloww the threshold value for predator invasion, the equilibrium branch curves once
more,, now to higher values of <5. Hence, when Jmin < Jc < JSUp, bistability can
occurr both between the predator-prey and the prey-only equilibrium, and between
twoo predator-prey equilibria, depending on the value of 5. For other parameter

(5 7

-
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JJ
Figuree 5.1: The shape of the relation between the possible equilibrium densities
inn the juvenile stage J and the predator mortality 5. The points J m i„ and Jmax
correspondd to fold bifurcations that encompass a region of bistability. see text for
details. .
values,, J c is larger than Jsup (figure 5.2D, corresponding to the domain marked D
inn figure 5.1). The difference between this and the previous case (between figures
5.2CC and 5.2D) is the fact that the predator-prey equilibrium with a high predator
densityy does not reach backwards to beyond the predator invasion point. In this
case,, there is only bistability between two predator-prey equilibria, but no Allee
effect.. Note that we use the term Allee effect in this paper to indicate the bistability
betweenn a predator-prey and a prey-only equilibrium.
Inn equilibria with low predator density such as those in figure 5.2A (close to
thee predator invasion threshold), 5.2C and 5.2D, the predator hardly affects the
preyy stage distribution. It exploits the high birth rate (/3) of the prey, and thus
feedss on 'excess' prey. In this equilibrium the prey population is under the same
competitionn control as in the prey-only equilibrium. Contrastingly, in the high
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Figuree 5.2: The predator density and stability of the equilibria, graph A shows
thee supercritical bifurcation where no bistability occurs. B: The subcritical bifurcation,, where an emergent Allee effect occurs. C: The supercritical case with
bistabilityy and an Allee effect. D: The case where there is bistability, but no emergentt Allee effect. Note that A, B, C and D correspond to the domains marked
inn figure 5.1. Parameter values as indicated in the panels, other parameters:
ee = 1.0, HA = 0.2
predatorr density equilibrium the prey population is under predation control. In
thiss case, the predator has a strong effect on the prey abundance and distribution
(figuree 5.3). In both cases where there is bistability between the predator-prey
equilibriumm and the prey-only equilibrium (figures 5.2B and C), the addition of a
predatorr causes a virtual reversal in the relative prey stage distribution. In fact,
inn figure 5.3, we have caught the emergent Allee effect red handed. It shows
thee relative and absolute densities of the two stages of the prey population in the
prey-onlyy equilibrium and the predator-prey equilibrium, for the two cases (figures
5.2BB and C) where these two equilibria are both stable. In both cases the predator
causes,, in sufficiently large numbers, an increased density of its prey, the adult
consumers,, in both a relative and absolute sense. This positive feedback is the
essentiall mechanism which causes the emergent Allee effect, and it is the same
principlee as studied by De Roos and Persson (2002) and De Roos et al. (2003b).
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Whilee the predator characteristics determine the exact location of the predator
equilibria,, the qualitative configuration of the equilibrium curve is set largely by
thee prey properties. The shape of the curve described by equation [5.7] is determinedd by e//?, and fxj, as is the value of Jc. How the possible effects of predation
dependd on the characteristics of the prey population is shown in figure 5.4. We
havee plotted the curves describing the combinations of prey fecundity (3 and juvenilee mortality /ij where Jc equals J max, J min and Jsup respectively. In the
shadedd area at low /3, the per capita reproductive output of the prey is below one
evenn in absence of predators. In this parameter range there is no positive prey
equilibrium.. We can derive analytically that the points Jmin and Jmax always
collidee at \ij = 1/8. For higher \ij, the relation between J and 6 (figure 5.1,
equationn [5.7]) is monotonically increasing. This means that for fij > 1/8, the
effectt of predators is always as shown in figure 5.2A, where no bistability can occur.. Note that the regions marked A-D in figure 5.4 correspond to the four distinct
configurationss of the predator equilibrium curves shown in figures 5.2A-D. The
emergentt Allee effect occurs in regions B and C, and bistability between two differentt predator-prey equilibria occurs in regions C and D. A catastrophic collapse
off the predator population is possible for all parameter combinations except those
enclosedd by region A. With a catastrophic collapse we mean an abrupt decline of
thee predator population to extinction or much lower levels, from where it can not
groww back without a change in parameter values.

Absentt
Present
Predatorr

Absent
Present
Predator

Figuree 5.3: The contributions of the two prey stages to the total prey population
inn the cases where an emergent Allee effect occurs. A: Parameters are as in figure
5.2B,, with 6 = 1.5, B: Parameters are as in figure 5.2C, with S = 1.05. The bars
aree the proportions of each stage in the equilibrium population distribution, the
numberss in the bars are the actual densities.
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0.14 4

Figuree 5.4: The values of prey fecundity (3 and juvenile mortality fij at which the
juvenilee density in the prey only equilibrium Jc coincides with one of the points
J-min,J-min, Jmax a n d JSUp in figure 5.1. The points marked A, B, C and D are the
parameterr combinations which we examine in more detail.

5.33 Numerical Simulations
Inn the previous section we showed that a slight increase in the predator mortality
55 can lead to its sudden extinction. In this section we consider risk of an attractor
switchh in case of an instantaneous change in the predator density. A density reductionn of this kind could come about through catastrophic events such as fires or
diseasee outbreaks. A sudden increase in density occurs in case of a (re-) introductionn of a species. Due to the switch that a predator induces in the prey population
statee when it invades (as shown in the bar graphs in figure 5.3), we suspected that
thee change in predator density necessary to shift the system from one equilibrium
too another might need to be very large. To test this hypothesis we have carried
outt a perturbation analysis (figure 5.5). The curves in figure 5.5 correspond to
thosee in figure 5.2B. The bars indicate which initial predator densities give rise
too which end states, when started with the prey densities in the predator-prey or
thee prey-only equilibrium (left and right hand side graphs, respectively). Each bar
representss a different 5 value in the bistable region. The left hand side graph of
figurefigure 5.5 shows that in the parameter range where there is an Allee effect, only a
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hugee reduction in predator density (up to 3 orders of magnitude for low 5 values)
willl induce a shift to the prey-only equilibrium. The opposite is also true (figuree 5.5, right hand side). When the prey is at the densities corresponding to the
prey-onlyy equilibrium, the predator can invade and establish itself only when introducedd in numbers far higher than its equilibrium density. In general, extinction
off the predator is easier to induce when predator mortality is high, and invasion
off the predator is easier when mortality is low. This mutual robustness of the cooccurringg equilibria is present in a qualitatively equivalent form when the initial
predatorr invasion bifurcation is supercritical. We also studied the effect of culling
thee juvenile prey population as a means of facilitating the predator reintroduction
(resultss not shown). We tested this effect by starting the system in the prey-only
equilibrium,, and then simultaneously introducing the predator in a small density,
andd reducing the juvenile prey density. The results showed that for most values of
S,S, the predator can not invade even when the juvenile prey density is reduced to
zero.. Hence we conclude that in case of an emergent Allee effect, an instantaneous
reductionn of the regulating prey stage does not facilitate a successful reintroduction
off an extinct predator.

Fromm prey-only

Fiomm predatoi-piTey

1.355 1.4 1.45 1.5 1.55 1.6

1.35 1.4 1.45 1.5 1.55 1.6

predatorr mortality 5
Figuree 5.5: Perturbation analysis of the equilibria in the bistable parameter range
off the subcritical configuration (see figure 5.2B). The hatching of the bars indicates
thee end state of numerical simulations started with perturbed predator densities
(P).. In the left graph, the prey densities are as in the predator-prey equilibrium,
inn the graphs on the right the initial prey densities correspond to the prey-only
equilibrium.. Parameter values are (Mj = 0.06 and /3 = 0.35, other parameters as
inn figure 5.2B.
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5.44 Discussion
Thee emergent Allee effect in the top predator of an exploitative food chain was
firstt reported by De Roos and Persson (2002). They showed that it occurs for
aa predator feeding specifically on the small individuals of a size structured prey
population.. It arises from the released scramble competition that results from predation.. Thus, the predators act, in a way, as gardeners, weeding out most of the
smalll individuals, so that the remaining individuals can grow faster and produce
moree offspring which serve as prey. De Roos et al. (2003b) show that the occurrencee of the emergent Allee effect is a result of the size-specific interactions within
thee prey population more than it is a result of specific properties of the predator. If
thee prey population is, in the absence of predators, regulated through the developmentt in one of its stages, the emergent Allee effect can be expected to occur for a
predatorr that feeds on any one of the non-regulating stages, and is not restricted to
predatorss feeding specifically on juvenile prey. In this paper, we show that when
thesee conditions are met, and hence an emergent Allee effect can potentially occur,
itt does so under a wide range of parameter values. We show that it can occur even
outsidee the criteria derived in De Roos et al. (2003b). In particular, it is expected
forr species with relatively low mortality in the juvenile stage. As a novel result, we
findfind the presence of alternative stable predator-prey equilibria in our system. This
emergentt bistability between alternative predator-prey equilibria is expected to occurr in systems where the prey species has a relatively high fecundity. In a purely
exploitativee system, bistability between alternative stable states involving the same
numberr of species has not been found previously, without explicit assumptions of
positivee feedback mechanism that introduce such bistabilities. Here the bistability
arisess from the size-based competitive interactions in the prey population. The
similarityy between our findings and those in De Roos and Persson (2002) suggests
thatt our results are robust to changes in the specific way of modeling stage- or size
structuree in the prey population. The higher the juvenile survival (lower /J, j), the
largerr the range of /? for which an Allee effect occurs. Thus, when only the mature
stagee of the prey species suffers predation, we expect an Allee effect in the top
predatorr particularly for species with high juvenile survival and/or a long juvenile
period. .
Ourr results have implications for biodiversity research. They suggest that the
effectt of disturbances on biodiversity could easily be underestimated if we do not
incorporatee enough detail of the life-history of the species involved. Traditional
unstructuredd predator-prey models predict a gradual shift in the predator equilibriumrium density as their mortality increases. We have shown that, at least under the
conditionss we assumed, this is not at all self-evident. While our prey consists of
onlyy one species, the functional differences within the species make it impossible
too treat it as one homogeneous unit in a larger system. A more functional descriptionn than merely the number of individuals per species may be necessary for an
accuratee understanding of the dynamics of biodiversity.
Fromm a conservationist's point of view, our results are highly relevant. We
expectt that many top predators of size-structured prey may suffer a catastrophic
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collapsee (a sudden and dramatic decline in population density, from which it can
nott grow back to its former density) when its mortality is increased. Such increased
mortalityy may come about as a result of hunting, fishing, road accidents, etcetera.
Inn this respect it is important to realize mat we study a scaled model, and that 8 is
expressedd as a fraction of the prey maximum maturation rate. A catastrophic collapsee in the predator could in theory also be caused by a reduction in the maximum
maturationn rate. Another important issue concerning conservation and especially
restorationn ecology is raised by the perturbation analysis. The high resilience of
thee predator-prey equilibria (figure 5.5, left hand panels) may seem good news. In
spitee of an Allee effect, it is unlikely that even a large reduction in predator density
willl cause extinction of the predator. However, this concerns only instantaneous
manipulationss of the predator density. When the disturbance occurs for a longer
timee span, its effect is identical to an increase in predator mortality. The consumer
populationn distribution will escape predation-control and shift to the prey-only distribution.. After a while, the prey population will attain a state characterized by a
lowerr density of individuals in the susceptible stage, which is uninvadable for the
predator.. Unfortunately, human disturbances such as fisheries, habitat loss or pollution,, are usually long-lasting. These types of disturbances should be considered
ass an increase in the predator mortality 5, rather than an instantaneous change in
thee predator density. On the other hand, the resilience of the prey-only equilibria
too predator invasion indicates that it may be very hard indeed for a top predator
too re-establish itself. For such reintroductions to be successful, they would eitherr have to involve massive numbers of predators or the necessary switch in the
preyy population structure has to be brought about by hunting or trapping the right
stagess of prey. Such a trapping program would then have to be kept up until the
predatorr population has established itself and can exert control over the prey populationn distribution. In systems where an emergent Allee effect is suspected, such
aa counterintuitive measure might be the only way to successfully reintroduce a top
predator. .
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5.66 Appendix: Model Scaling
Thee original model equations are as follows:
dJ dJ
dt dt

0A-0A- 4>J 4>J
2 -v>j-v>j
(11 + dJ )

J

(5.8a) )

dA dA
4>J 4>J
HAHA A nAP nAP
dt dt (11 + dJ2)

(5.8b) )

dPdP _
dtdt ~

(5.8c) )

PP (enA-6) A-6)

Heree P is the predator, feeding on adult consumers A. Juveniles J mature
att a per capita rate equal to 0/(1 + dJ2). Here, 0 is the maximum maturation
ratee of consumers at low density, and d is the strengm of the of the exploitation
competitionn among juvenile consumers.
Consumerss are born with rate /?. Death rates for juveniles, adults and predators
aree ji j , \IA and S respectively. The parameter n is the attack rate of predators on
adultt consumers, which are turned into predators with conversion efficiency c.
Too reduce the number of parameters, we have scaled this model as follows. We
multipliedd J and A by a factor Vd, and the time by <j>. Thus, all rate parameters
inn the scaled model (0, }ij, /i^, and S in equations [5.1]) should be interpreted
ass fractions of cf>, the maximum maturation rate of juveniles at low population
density.. To get rid of the predator attack rate (n), we use the scaling € = --^7= and
PP = zp (where c is the predator conversion efficiency). All analysis in this study
iss conducted with the scaled model (equations [5.1]).
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